Gilbert Fong's lucid translation of the Chinese Nobel Laureate Gao Xingjian's Snow in August is a welcome addition to the growing body of Gao's works available in English. Fong has already translated a number of Gao's plays and published them as a collection under the title The Other Shore: Plays by Gao Xingjian (Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 1999) . Snow in August is both readable and suitable for performance. Therefore, like The Other Shore, this single play volume lends itself to use in both drama and acting courses. Fong has retained most of the wordplay and puns and has preserved the sudden changes in register and the style of Gao's original Chinese.
Snow in August comes with an informative introduction to the play and its author, but does not include a bibliography. For further reading, readers will have to turn to Fong's The Other Shore, which comes with useful appendices of selected criticism and major productions of Gao's plays. Snow in August contains eight color plates of the production in Taiwan (2002) and a number of black and white reproductions of Gao's paintings inspired by Zen Buddhism. These illustrations help readers envision Gao's ideas of staging and visualization. The introduction connects the biographies of the hero and the playwright. Huineng, the subject of the play, was an unorthodox Zen Buddhist master and the Sixth Patriarch of Zen Buddhism. Gao is an unorthodox intellectual and playwright. Fong observes that both Huineng and Gao are exiles and outsiders to the established orders. The play adapts Beijing opera performing idioms. Huineng, an illiterate Chinese Zen Buddhist master, is the quintessential representation of intellectual freedom and spontaneous Truth. Gao's creative impulse has, likewise, led him to a long search for freedom. The introduction provides outlines and critical analysis of each act.
Gao's ideal theater, as represented by Snow in August 's premier in Tai Many years ago, I was presented with a small collection of translucent Chinese shadow figures. Contemplating the detail of one especially magnificent scenic piece, a scholar's study, I became fascinated by its intricate carving and rich, saturated colors, still vibrant after many, many years. As my interest in Chinese shadow puppets grew, I became frustrated by my inability to locate scripts in translation. Those that I first encountered were short sketches or excerpted scenes, presented with minimal commentary or notation. Most anthologies are now out of print, with the exception of Sven Broman's Chinese Shadow Theatre Libretti (Bangkok: White Orchid, 1994), which is beautifully illustrated with color photographs of figures, set pieces, and reproductions of the original Chinese pages. But it is intended for a general audience, with a brief introduction and only sporadic footnotes. Fan Pen Li Chen's translation
